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ABSTRACT: 

If an author dies leaving any writing incomplete, then different critics conclude differently as per their sweet will. It is their 
democratic right they get without any agitation but by default. Sometimes an author does not conclude for the sake of art. But 
some critics conclude in such a way that the author did not actually mean what the critics meant. Sometimes a critic concludes 
the opposite view or a completely new and innovative one which the author did not think in dream even. Here lies the glory of 
criticism. Here lies the consequence of incompleteness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Creative writing is based more on manifestation rather 
than on expression. It does not inform, rather it reveals. So 
it bears no reference. The best creative writing is critical, 
and the best critical writing is creative. This article is an 
outcome of thinking about creative writing meant for a 
general readership. As such, I have adopted a free style 
methodology so that everyone can enjoy the pleasure of 
reading. As you might know, Francis Bacon (1561-1626), 
the immortal essayist, wrote many essays namely ‘Of 
Love’, ‘Of Friendship’, ‘Of Ambition’, ‘Of Studies’, and so on. 
The multiple-minded genius correctly pointed out that all 
the words of the dictionary can be used as themes for 
essays. But little has been done since his death to continue 
or finish his monumental task. Bacon's unique individual 
style of presentation ignited my imagination and 
encouraged me to write creative essays as a method of 
relieving a wide range of emotions through catharsis. 

ARTICLE 

Incomplete is not having all its parts. It is lacking some 
parts. It is lacking a part or parts. It is not whole. It is not 
full. It is unfinished. It is not concluded. It is imperfect. It is 
not thorough. 

Incomplete is not complete e.g. an incomplete set of 
figures. In football, it is of a forward pass not having been 
completed. It is not caught by a receiver. In botany it is 
wanting calyx, corolla, or both. 

Someone laments for being his works incomplete. A pious 
soul laments not. The learned considers it as being 
inevitable and unconquerable destiny as desired by the 
Almighty. 

Someone gets little remuneration due to incomplete work. 
If he has less demand then he is satisfied. If he has higher 
demand then he is unhappy. Thus someone tries and be 
satisfied whatever he gets. He loves him much than  

 

ambition. Those who love ambition hanker after it. Lover 
hankers after lover madly. Ambitious person runs after 
ambition badly. Both fail and lament sadly. 

Whenever someone tries to achieve something there are 
two possibilities. Either the person may fail or the person 
may fail to fail. A person should simply try for the latter 
one. 

Someone dies mature but did little. Someone dies 
premature but contributed much. Now, in both the cases 
whether life is complete or incomplete is a million dollar 
question. Incomplete is a matter of perception. This 
perception is not unique. As such perception varies person 
to person. Also it varies with the socio-economic status, 
education, culture of the concerned person along with 
time, place, etc. 

Time is short. As such a person cannot complete. Time 
management is very important. Someone wastes much 
time in trifling or unimportant matters. He pays much 
attention where not to pay and pays no attention at all 
where to pay much thus loses both ways.  

Tact of omission is an art. This omission saves time 
thereby a person completes work timely and sometimes 
before time. Some persons are active and follow ‘do it’ now 
policy. The very word pending is absent in their dictionary. 
To them pending means decline. Pending works are done 
never. ‘Now or never’ is their policy. They hate 
incompleteness. 

A wise uses time judiciously. He  is vigilant for every 
moment of life with utmost care. He knows the value of 
time. He knows better that time is the most precious 
ingredient of life that determines human destiny. As such 
he follows time management very cautiously. Time is not a 
commodity. The learned knows that money can be earned 
seldom time. He knows that time and tide waits for none. 
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Everybody repents for loss of time. A student contends 
that if he would get few more minutes he would complete 
the incomplete answer. 

Student life is the most important time of any person. If a 
single moment of student life is misused then thousand 
moments of future can hardly compensate that deficiency. 
Due to wastage of time a student cannot complete his 
study. With incomplete bio data he gets no job. He remains 
unemployed. Misfortune dogs him wherever he goes. 
Misfortune follows him like shadow till he breadths his 
last. 

A fool wastes time callously for having no planning at all. 
Planning means, thinking before doing. Most of its works 
are incomplete due to proper planning. Common people 
start all and everything and leave in the mid-way either 
half done or part done or completely undone.  As such 
they say look before you leap. A person should commit 
only which he can keep. 

Incomplete is like under finance. In case of under finance 
whole amount of money thus invested so far is simply 
wastage having no return? It is a trap to a novice 
entrepreneur who has to pay interest of financial loan. As 
such under finance is better than no finance at all. Before 
starting any work one should think whether the 
assignment is within his limit or beyond his limit or 
beyond his jurisdiction or beyond his capacity. Otherwise 
life will be infested with incompleteness. 

One wastes valuable time and laments for incomplete 
works. Some communities finish early. Someone is 
lethargic in nature. Late Latif is always late in completion. 
All tries few succeed. Failure is alias and akin to 
incomplete job. Some people fail and leave the work 
undone. 

Incompleteness is curse. Finishing is blessing. Only a 
blessed soul can finish or attain success. Both expertise 
and luck are must to finish anything. 

One must find the cause of completion. If he can find the 
cause of completion then he can also find the cause of 
incompletion. Only a knowledgeable person having 
thorough knowledge can complete in time and also can 
find the cause of incompleteness. Someone is expert in 
objective. Someone has mastery in subjective. Both fail in 
the opposite fields having incomplete outcome. Here 
all-rounder reaches the goal. 

Someone argues that man must die so there is no 
difference between complete and incomplete work. A 
pious soul surrenders to god. To the wise both success and 
failure are equal and at par. A materialistic person thinks 
differently. He contends that man is mortal. Everybody 
knows it. It is a very important news. He pleads for the 
more important news that this very life is only for once. As 
such one should live properly and drink life to the lees. 
One should not be anxious and be captive in the hand of 
frustration till he exists. 

Some frustrated lovers believe in rebirth and intend to 
meet in next life. Such an emotional person wants to finish 

his unfinished monumental incomplete works in next life 
either alone or jointly with his fiancée. 

An examinee may not finish and submits answer script 
incomplete. Someone writes all answers but incomplete in 
nature. Someone leaves whole question. An intelligent 
student writes all answers in brief thereby completes 
though incomplete style while the time is short. 

CONCLUSION 

If an author dies leaving any writing incomplete, then 
different critics conclude differently as per their sweet 
will. It is their democratic right they get without any 
agitation but by default. Sometimes an author does not 
conclude for the sake of art. But some critics conclude in 
such a way that the author did not actually mean what the 
critics meant. Sometimes a critic concludes the opposite 
view or a completely new and innovative one which the 
author did not think in dream even. Here lies the glory of 
criticism. Here lies the consequence of incompleteness. 
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